
Moulsecoomb

Who Object/Supports

/Comments

Summary Officer comments

Brighton and 

Hove Buses

supports message of general support None

Sussex Police supports message of general support None

4 x Residents 

of 

Widdicombe 

Way

Objects/CommentsNo evidence parking is a problem in the street.  

One free visitor permit is not enough, the council 

should increase the number of free visitor 

permits.  Concerned a full scheme will be 

introduced.  Boundary of scheme should stop at 

Mouslecoomb Way.  Legal notice is invalid as it 

does not refer to Higher Bevendean.

The majority of residents and streets said "Yes" in the area 

south of Moulsecoomb Way.  Streets outside the scheme 

there could be under parking pressure from nearby streets 

that are in the scheme.The scheme is paid for by BHAFC 

as part of a variation to the S106 planning agreement to 

build the stadium and the club has agreed to fund the 

scheme into the future.  Adult residents are entitled to a 

free permit  per registered vehicle and one free annual 

visitor permit.  Additional scratch card style visitor permits 

can be purchased for £2.60 a day.  The majority of permits 

are free so the council is unlikely to make a surplus.  

Scratch card permits are only expected to cover costs.  

The scheme is paid for by BHAFC as part of a variation to 

the S106 planning agreement to build the stadium but 

there is a financial limit imposed.  Within this limit one free 

annual visitor can be offered.  Additional visitor permits 

must be charged for at £2.60 per event day otherwise the 

council will be exposed to financial risk.   The notice meets 

all requirements as it is entirely clear what roads are included in the proposed scheme.

Petition/pro 

forma from 28 

Widdicombe 

Way residents

Objects No parking problem in the street.  Council should 

not restrict visitor parking.  Widdicombe Way is 

in Higher Bevendean and not Moulsecoombe 

making legal notice invalid.

The proposed scheme includes streets in Higher 

Bevendean because if they were not in the scheme they 

could experience parking pressure from nearby streets that  

are in the scheme.  The notice meets all requirements as it 

is entirely clear what roads are included in the proposed 

scheme.  It is necessary to place some numerical 

limitations on vistors and to charge for additional visitor 

day permits as otherwise visitor permits could be passed 

on to event attendees or others reducing the schemes 

effectiveness.  The charge for visitor scratch cards is  also 

there to avoid the council being exposed to financial risk. 

Allotment 

holder for 

Coldean plot 

who lives in 

Moulsecoomb

Objects/Comments Scheme restricts the freedom of residents for the 

benefit of a minority.  How can I and my co 

worker access our allotment?

The scheme was subject to public consultation and was 

supported by the majority of residents who submitted 

questionnaires.   It is proposed that allotment holders and 

co workers will be allocated free visitor permits.  

Resident of 

Chailey Road

Objects Lack of proper notification. Only one permit per 

house is insufficient.  Will displace fans to other 

areas.  Should build a bigger car park near the 

stadium.  Needs guarantee that scheme will 

remain free.

All proper legal requirements for notification have been 

met.  Permit allocation is more generous than one per 

household (see above) The proposed scope of the scheme 

is wide enough to deter displacment parking although it is 

still possible.  Conditions were attached to the planning 

permission for the stadium and additional seating that set 

out the transport and parking mitigations and include the 

club funding and maintaining the proposed parking 

scheme into the future. 

2 x Residents 

of Wheatfield 

Way

Objects Visitors should not have to pay to park and 

numbers should not be limited.  Residents do not 

know when events will take place.  Who will pay 

to enforce the scheme?  Insufficient notice given 

of proposals to enable people to object.

It is necessary to place some numerical limitations on 

visitors and to charge for additional visitor day permits as 

otherwise visitor permits could be passed on to event 

attendees or others reducing the schemes effectiveness.  

The charge for visitor scratch cards is also there to avoid 

the council being exposed to financial risk.  The scheme 

will be enforced by contracted parking attendants paid for 

by BHAFC.  All proper legal requirements for notification 

have been met.

Coldean

Who Object/Supports

/Comments

Summary Officer comments

Taxi owner objects Lives in Moulsecoomb but leaves a taxi in 

Coldean with a co driver who is a resident of 

Coldean.  The scheme will cause difficulties.

The taxi driver can use the resident's transferable vistor 

permits or the paid for scratch card day vistor permits to 

park legally.

Brighton and 

Hove Buses

supports message of general support None

Sussex Police supports message of general support None

Small 

business 

owner in 

Beatty 

Avenue.

comments Worried about parking on match days Will be entitled to apply for a free business permit.
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